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Purpose: Yttrium-90 (90Y) used in targeted radionuclide therapy is usually imaged with 
SPECT by recording the bremsstrahlung X-rays following the beta minus decay. As an 
alternative, 90Y can be imaged with PET by detecting annihilation photons generated after 
internal pair creation. The e- e+ pair is produced in 0,0032% of the decays [1]. The aim of this 
study was to present the possibility of PET imaging of 90Y and to compare 90Y SPECT and 
PET images. Materials and methods: The IEC Body Phantom with 90Y in 6 spheres was 
used. The activity in the spheres was 3,8 MBq/ml while in the background 0,038 MBq/ml. A 
GE Discovery ST scanner was used for PET/CT imaging. To prevent saturation of the 
detectors, a copper ring was inserted into the PET gantry to absorb the bremsstrahlung 
photons. Thickness of the ring was 2 mm. Time of a single PET scan was 30 min. For 
SPECT/CT imaging a GE Infinia Hawkeye 4 with HEGP collimators was used. The energy 
window was 40-240 keV. Time of SPECT acquisition was 15 min. Sensitivity defined as 
counts/MBq s was compared by acquiring 0,2 ml radioactive source (in a syringe) at the 
center of the FOV. Spatial resolution was measured on a line source imaged both surrounded 
by air and water. In all studies matrix size was 128x128. Results: Sensitivity was about 9 
times higher for SPECT than for PET. Spatial resolution was 6,1 mm for PET (values similar 
for air and water) versus 16,3 mm for SPECT (water) and 14,7 mm (air). The two smallest 
spheres (10 and 13 mm diameter) were not visible both on SPECT and PET images. Image 
contrast, defined as I-(counts in BCKG/counts in hot ROI), was better for PET images: 0,96 
vs 0,70 for 17 mm diameter sphere, 0,98 vs 0,92 for 37 mm diameter sphere. Transverse 
slices of the IEC Body Phantom imaged with 90Y SPECT and PET are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. Transverse slices of the IEC Body Phantom imaged with 90Y SPECT a) and PET b). Four 
out of six spheres are visible on both images. 

Conclusion: 90Y PET/CT technique shows a better spatial resolution, but a poor sensitivity. 
Hence it could be use as a imaging method of choice for liver SIRT or 90Y-DOTATATE 
therapy, when high activity is administrated directly into a liver. Patients with lesions in the 
liver more than 15 mm of diameter should be studied both with PET/CT and SPECT/CT. 
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